
Festivus 2021: SOUR (Se�ers’ Originals, Unashamedly Replicated)
Packet by Kenji Shimizu

Note: This packet is divided into three distinct sections, each containing 10 tossups. Each section begins
with an explanation of the content, an acknowledgement of specific inspirations, and (for the third
section) an instruction to the moderator.

Part I - I Live for the Applause
This section is focused on the visual/audiovisual side of popular music, and was inspired by both Henry Goff’s
ARTPOP packet and many of the pop music questions in Purdue’s MVP set. Album covers and music videos will
both be represented, along with some miscellaneous content.

1. The liner notes to an album by this band call its cover “the most hideous album cover” of its era
“bar none, excepting perhaps” one of their previous album covers. That cover from this band
juxtaposes an abstract painting of skyscrapers topped with grotesque heads with a photo of a man
sleeping on a radiator. The Portland-based company 419 Press has gained notoriety for printing this
band’s logo and lyrics in teal and pink onto sweatpants. Robert Lockhart’s photomontage for this
band’s first album surrounds an image of prostitutes in Rouen with rope candy, a yellow curtain, and a
prominent pair of (*) lips. An album cover from this band recolors and frames the mural Guardia Vieja in
Buenos Aires, which depicts a couple dancing. Another album cover by this band sharply contrasts the
face of model Sayoko Yamaguchi and the red and white fringes of her robe with a pitch-black
background. For 10 points, name this jazz-rock duo behind the albums Can’t Buy a Thrill, Gaucho, and Aja.
ANSWER: Steely Dan

2. The creator of an album cover prominently featuring this object, Jeff Jank, invoked Beauty and the
Beast when comparing it to the photo on Madonna’s self-titled album. This object is at the center of an
album cover that also depicts a carton of cream and a bowl labeled “THE FINEST.” This object was
designed by graffiti artist Lord Scotch, who was inspired by the movie Gladiator. A collaborative
album based on samples from Adult Swim programming features this object alongside a mouse (*)
skull and crossbones representing Danger Mouse on its cover. A green-hooded figure wears this object in
the comic book-esque artwork for its artist’s first solo album after the disbandment of KMD. Early 2000s
audiences booed hand-picked impostors who wore this object, which was central to a supervillain
persona cultivated on albums like Operation: Doomsday and Mm..Food. For 10 points, name this item worn
by a rapper who declared “all caps when you spell the man name” on the album Madvillainy.
ANSWER: MF DOOM’s mask [accept Daniel Dumile, King Geedorah, Viktor Vaughn, or Madvillainy
in place of “MF DOOM”; prompt on mask or headgear or similar answers]

3. A scrapped cover for this album would’ve depicted its artist lying in profile in a pit of silver balls. In
a video for a song on this album, a pixelated version of its artist runs through electrical pylons before
falling off a cliff, and overhead shots of wine glasses and cars falling are projected onto its singer’s
face. Another video from this album depicts its artist driving a giant truck and subduing a dentist who
wears a gorilla suit. Hussein Chalayan used Tyvek envelope paper to construct the (*) white jacket
worn on this album’s cover, whose orange, blue, and pink background was inspired by the screens of
Piccadilly Circus. In a video from this album inspired by The Umbrellas of Cherbourg, slow-moving
bystanders in and around an auto shop suddenly begin dancing during each chorus. Michel Gondry
directed the videos for this album’s songs “Hyperballad” and “Army of Me,” while Spike Jonze directed
the video for “It’s Oh So Quiet.” For 10 points, name this 1995 breakthrough album by Björk.
ANSWER: Post



4. Many of the extras for a gunfire-heavy scene in this video were organized by Joanelle Romero, who
later founded the Red Nation Film Festival. Sound effects from this video were reused in Phil Collins’s
parody of it that closes the video for “I Can’t Dance.” A snowy sequence in this video transitions to a
shot of a snowglobe picked up by two babies si�ing on a model of Earth. In the oft-omi�ed epilogue
to this video, its performer smashes a car’s windows after transforming from a (*) panther. This video
used technology popularized by Terminator 2: Judgment Day to “morph” between headshots of people
lip-syncing to its lyrics. A father played by George Wendt is launched into an African savanna to begin
this video’s montage featuring Thai, Native American, Tamil, and Russian dancers. A shot of the Statue of
Liberty’s torch pans out to reveal several world landmarks as this video’s performer sings “If you’re
thinking about being my baby.” For 10 points, name this anti-prejudice anthem by Michael Jackson.
ANSWER: “Black or White”

5. This band created an artwork by writing their lyrics in a spiral pa�ern over a blue-tinted map of
Brazil. Artworks for a series of singles by this band were created by photographer Sølve Sundsbø by
3D scanning each band member’s head in the same manner that produced the original album cover.
The cover of an album by this band is a visual representation of the Baudot code used in telegraphy.
The cover of this band’s first album focuses on a spinning, illuminated (*) globe that also appears in
their video for the single “Don’t Panic.” A depiction of the Ba�le of Poitiers provides the cover of the
Prospekt’s March EP that expanded upon this band’s album partially named for a late-career Frida Kahlo
painting. Subway graffiti inspired both the lyrics and artwork of this band’s album Mylo Xyloto. For 10
points, name this band who used Liberty Leading the People as the cover of their album Viva la Vida.
ANSWER: Coldplay

6. A shot of an empty talk show set with blue curtains quickly pans to a performer dancing against
curtains of this color in the video for “WHAT’S GOOD.” Duran Lantink designed distinctive trousers
of this color, through which Tessa Thompson pokes her head, for a mostly desert-set 2018 music video
titled for this color. A woman si�ing on a unicorn-shaped eave wears a dress of this color that behaves
like a waterfall as Brendon Urie flies in on an umbrella in the video for “ME!” (*) Jack Harlow delivers
a verse in an electric chair while wearing this non-orange color sported by the inmates of a fictional “state
prison” named after the video’s lead artist. Taylor Swift walks away from a burning trailer dressed in a
swimsuit and robe of this color in the video for “You Need to Calm Down.” For 10 points, what color was
the Versace leather suit and cowboy hat worn at the 2020 Grammys by Lil Nas X?
ANSWER: pink [accept hot pink or magenta]

7. A painting by this artist inspired the title of Gary Numan’s album The Pleasure Principle, whose
cover seemingly removes an object from that painting but also adds a tetrahedron. Bands like “the
Penguins, the Moonglows, the Orioles, and the Five Satins” are listed in a song inspired by a
photograph of this artist and his wife taken by Lothar Wolleh. Paintings by this artist were adapted as
cover art for the Punch Brothers’ The Phosphorescent Blues and Styx’s The Grand Illusion. Paul Simon
wrote a song named for this artist and his wife (*) George�e “with Their Dog After the War.” The cover
of Jackson Browne’s Late for the Sky was inspired by a series by this artist in which trees and houses are
seemingly lit by only a lamppost and not the daytime sky. Jeff Beck’s album Beck-Ola uses this artist’s
painting The Listening Room as its cover. The logo of a record company founded by the Beatles was
inspired by, for 10 points, what Belgian surrealist painter who often painted apples?
ANSWER: René Magri�e



8. This performer wore jewelry from Harry Winston and held a Venus de Milo statue�e for the
so-called “first cylindric chromo-hologram portrait” of his brain. In 1976, David Winters directed and
choreographed a concert film promoting an album by this singer that includes “Only Women Bleed.”
Legendary poster designer Drew Struzan created an album cover in which this singer, in a suit and top
hat, emerges from an upside-down yellow triangle. A model of this singer’s brain, covered in ants and
topped by a chocolate eclair, was created by (*) Salvador Dalí. This singer, who teamed up with Joe
Perry and Johnny Depp in the supergroup Hollywood Vampires, often appeared on stage with a boa
constrictor. Magician James Randi designed effects and props for this singer’s Billion Dollar Babies tour,
including decapitated dolls and a full-size guillotine. For 10 points, name this shock-rocker who performs
“No More Mr. Nice Guy” and “School’s Out.”
ANSWER: Alice Cooper [or Vincent Damon Furnier]

9. One of these animals is edited into the same photograph of a tornado incorporated into Miles
Davis’s Bitches Brew cover for the artwork of Deep Purple’s album Stormbringer. A group of these
animals traveling across shallow water appears on the cover of Bob Seger’s Against the Wind. The
creators of the Journey scarab and Grateful Dead skull, Alton Kelley and Stanley Mouse, also
designed artwork of these animals for the Steve Miller Band’s Book of Dreams and Greatest Hits
1974-78. An outline of one of these animals on the cover of Poco’s Legend was designed by comedian
(*) Phil Hartman. A persistent legend states that one of these animals on the album cover of The Notorious
Byrd Brothers was intended to replace David Crosby. An album titled for these animals uses Robert
Mapplethorpe’s portrait photograph of its artist as a cover. For 10 points, what animals that title a Pa�i
Smith album also appear on the cover of Carole King’s Thoroughbred?
ANSWER: horses

10. A dream sequence in a video for this artist sees her accept an award in front of a crowd of Bra�
dolls and dance in a cornfield under a UFO. Tommy Lee joins this artist on a long plank over a pit in a
video that begins by showing a line of dancers in blue hoodies. This artist is viewed through the
bo�om of a glass during the line “Don’t I look like a Halle Berry poster?” This artist wore an inflatable
trash bag-like suit in a video that heavily uses (*) Hype Williams’ signature fish-eye lens shots. This
artist’s head and neck elongate towards the camera as she exclaims “Is that yo’ chick!?” in the video for a
bhangra-inspired 2001 hit. Live bees cover a turntable in a video for this artist that sometimes uses
negative colors when the line “Put my thing down, flip it and reverse it” is played backwards. For 10
points, what artist’s MTV Video of the Year nominations include “Work It” and “Get Ur Freak On”?
ANSWER: Missy “Misdemeanor” Ellio�



Part II - Se�ling the Score
This section was inspired by both Jacob Reed’s score-clue heavy 2014 Beatles packet and the tossup on “Bohemian
Rhapsody” from 2016 Penn Bowl. Questions will also be somewhat heavy on score clues, and words like “song” and
“artist” will be replaced with “piece” and “composer,” among other things.

1. This composer hired Hyung-ki Joo to perform pieces like a three-part “Star-Crossed” suite and the
reverie “Villa d’Este” for the album Fantasies & Delusions. A prelude by this composer begins with
the pianist playing the chords C, F, G, and higher C during a fast, hammered sequence of middle C
notes. One of this composer’s most challenging pieces, which features a section similar to Liszt’s
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2, is the “Root Beer Rag.” This non-Shostakovich composer quoted
Tchaikovsky’s Violin Concerto in D Major at the end of his piece (*) “Leningrad.” This composer wrote
an a cappella work in E-flat major about his lover, Christie Brinkley. This composer, whose music was
adapted into a work choreographed by Twyla Tharp, emulated the style of Frankie Valli’s Four Seasons in
“Uptown Girl.” For 10 points, name this New York-based composer known as the “Piano Man.”
ANSWER: Billy Joel

2. The main melody of this piece is repeated by an organ whose part ends after a shift in key to E
major. Although this piece is in A flat major, it opens with a solo piano playing single notes in B flat
minor. Its melody is interrupted by sets of three rising notes sung by Rory Dodd. This piece, which
was supposedly first wri�en for Marvin Lee Aday, is the most famous excerpt from an aborted musical
about Nosferatu by Jim Steinman. The ensemble DNCE performed this piece with its original artist on
a (*) Royal Caribbean cruise during a natural event in August 2017. This piece reaches a crescendo as one
singer twice declares “Forever’s gonna start tonight.” This piece’s male lead sings “Turn around, bright
eyes” to respond to its female lead lamenting “Every now and then I fall apart.” For 10 points, name this
piece that contrasts “light in my life” with “love in the dark,” performed by Bonnie Tyler.
ANSWER: “Total Eclipse of the Heart”

3. This composer followed a mock interview about the existence of UFOs with a minute of heavily
stereo-panned and seemingly revolving feedback in a short introductory piece titled “EXP.” This
composer incorporated a flexatone and the flute playing of Chris Wood into a lengthy suite that ends
by declaring that Atlantis is “full of cheer.” This composer sometimes lends his name to the dominant
seven sharp ninth chord. A piece by this composer begins with eight repetitions of the E-A flat tritone
played at alternating octaves. In a live performance, this composer briefly quoted (*) “Taps” and
heavily employed feedback and whammy effects to evoke “the rockets’ red glare” and “the bombs
bursting in air.” This composer often played his pieces with his thumb positioned on the lowest guitar
string, such as in “Li�le Wing.” For 10 points, name this composer who notably performed “The
Star-Spangled Banner” at Woodstock and also wrote “Purple Haze.”
ANSWER: Jimi Hendrix



4. A solo interlude in this piece deviates from its other sections by starting with the bass playing in D
for one measure, rather than the home key of G. During the last two measures of this piece’s looping
theme, the guitar plays E major chords despite the bass playing in E minor. A synth motif in this piece
begins with the ascending notes B-C-D-E, followed by a walk down to B then a descent down an E
minor triad. This piece is often ridiculously said to be in (*) 22/4 time, with two beats inserted between
the third and fourth measures of its five-bar loop. The accompaniment in this piece stops abruptly as the
vocal melody reaches its lowest notes on the words “happy here.” This piece begins with the pickup
“one, two, three, uh!” with the “one” actually falling on the second beat. A call-and-response section in
this piece repeats the word “alright” fourteen times. For 10 points, name this piece that instructs the
audience to “shake it like a Polaroid picture,” wri�en by OutKast.
ANSWER: “Hey Ya!”

5. A choir sings lyrics wri�en by this composer in the “Edge of the Forest” section of the second of
four suites that premiered in 2016. This composer collaborated with production duo Vishal-Shekhar
for a piece inspired by Tagore’s description of Bengal as a place “where the mind is without fear.”
This composer used the Zimbabwean mbira for a piece she co-wrote for another performer whose
chorus declares “I think I am finally clean.” Ariana Grande’s Sweetener includes a reinterpretation of
(*) “Goodnight and Go,” a piece by this composer of the music for Harry Po�er and the Cursed Child. A
2019 Tiny Desk Concert promoted this composer’s reunion with Guy Sigsworth, her partner in the duo
Frou Frou, and showcased her music-making Mi.Mu gloves. This composer fed lines like “All those years,
they were here first” through a harmonizer for a piece that played in the season 2 finale of The O.C. and
was sampled by Jason Derulo. For 10 points, name this composer of the a cappella piece “Hide and Seek.”
ANSWER: Imogen Heap

6. This is the most well-known piece from a collection that also includes “Questions,” adapted from
Schubert’s Impromptu in G-flat major, and “Starbird,” adapted from the theme of Stravinsky’s The
Firebird. During several interludes in this piece, a synth rises to a sustained C while the guitar
repeatedly plays the 16th notes A-G-F. This piece oddly starts on the second bar of its progression of
B-flat major, A minor, G minor, F major, which is introduced by a solo organ. After recounting a
warning against looking into the eyes of the sun, this piece interpolates (*) “Chopsticks.” This piece’s
final verse overlaps two vocal lines singing previously-heard phrases like “some silicone sister with the
manager mister.” This 7-minute-long piece is a cover of the first single from Greetings from Asbury Park,
N.J. For 10 points, name this Bruce Springsteen-penned piece notably recorded by Manfred Mann’s Earth
Band, which contains the oft-misheard lyric “revved up like a deuce.”
ANSWER: “Blinded by the Light”

7. A sample of a work by this composer begins Michael Jackson’s song “HIStory.” This composer’s
pieces were supplemented by newer pieces like “Blues Variation” and “The Sage” for a performance
at Newcastle City Hall in 1971. A piece by this composer with the recurring bassline A-G sharp-A
sharp-G sharp is pitched upward to create the wailing strings that pervade Justice’s piece “Stress.” The
lyrics of “All Star” are disturbingly arranged to the tune of a piece by this composer to begin (*) Neil
Cicierega’s Mouth Sounds. David Shire contributed a disco arrangement of a piece by this non-Beethoven
composer to the Saturday Night Fever soundtrack. That piece by this composer introduces Chernabog in a
1940 animated film. Emerson, Lake & Palmer performed a suite by this composer whose sections include
“The Old Castle” and “The Great Gate of Kiev.” For 10 points, name this Russian composer of Night on
Bald Mountain and Pictures at an Exhibition.
ANSWER: Modest Mussorgsky



8. Dream Theater’s “Never Enough” is often compared to a piece by this ensemble whose introduction,
played as 16th notes on the lowest string in drop D, is notated in tabs as 12-0-13-0-12-0-10-12. In a song
by this ensemble, lyrics like “H-8 is the one for me” are accompanied by fast piano arpeggios
alternating between hands, starting in E minor. This ensemble featured an arrangement of Chopin’s
Nocturne in E-flat major titled “Collateral Damage” and an aria from Saint-Saëns’s Samson and
Delilah sung in a questionable (*) French accent on their 2009 album. That album also includes their
three-part piece describing humanity se�ling new planets, titled Exogenesis: Symphony. This ensemble
used synth arpeggios in pieces like “Bliss,” “Stockholm Syndrome,” and “Starlight.” For 10 points, what
trio led by Ma� Bellamy released the albums Origin of Symmetry and Black Holes and Revelations?
ANSWER: Muse

9. The mostly ascending motif of D-D sharp-B-A on this instrument underscores a lengthy solo for it
on “La femme d’argent.” The guitar plays E and F-sharp fifths over this instrument’s alternating B
minor 7th and C-sharp minor 7th chords in “Summer Madness.” A piece that popularized this
instrument begins with it playing the low, ascending notes “E, BBD, E” which are eventually
transposed up to A. Bob Mayo plays solos for this instrument throughout Frampton Comes Alive!,
including on (*) “Baby, I Love Your Way.” A George Mason University study found that 40% of 1986’s
Billboard #1 songs used a preset mimicking this instrument for the Yamaha DX7. The sounds of rain
underscore a set of high descending thirds played by Ray Manzarek on this instrument on “Riders on the
Storm.” For 10 points, the Fender Rhodes and Wurli�er are models of what keyboard instrument?
ANSWER: electric piano [prompt on keyboard, piano, or synthesizer]

10. Toward the end of this work, the high strings start at A and ascend by one note per measure, while
the accompaniment starts at A and descends instead. This work’s introductory progression that
descends from B to E is reprised after the orchestra takes a one-measure break to let a telephone ring.
This musical work incorporates a play’s line about a “poor man, made tame by fortune,” spoken by
Gloucester. Backing vocalists in this work laugh in triple-meter in three different ways and yell
nonsensical phrases like (*) “oompah, oompah, stick it in your jumper.” The chaotic fadeout of this work
is accompanied by a radio broadcast of King Lear. A lyric in this work was originally wri�en to the
rhythm of a police siren, and describes a “mister city policeman.” This work, whose lyrics were
deliberately wri�en to confuse teachers, depicts “Semolina Pilchard climbing up the Eiffel Tower.” For 10
points, name this outlandish work that appears on Magical Mystery Tour by the Beatles.
ANSWER: “I am the Walrus”



Part III - Elemental Odes
This section was inspired by “musical elements” packets wri�en by Will Nediger, Tim Morrison and others.

Note to players: Unlike previous “musical elements” packets, you are not required to sing any melodic elements,
though you can still do so if you wish. Descriptions will usually be either acceptable or promptable for purely
melodic elements.

1. Two a�empts to play this element die down after a chorus that declares “There’s nothing much
anyone can do”; that chorus appears in a Monty Python song with the chord progression of Pachelbel’s
Canon. To accompany a hypothetical question about the bootstrap paradox, Peter Capaldi plays this
element on a guitar at the beginning of the Doctor Who episode “Before the Flood.” Because it follows
the rhythm of the le�er (*) V in Morse code, this element was used as a call sign by the BBC during
World War II. On a daytime TV show, this element is quickly followed by a voiceover declaring “The
people are real, the cases are real, the rulings are final.” This element opens Walter Murphy’s contribution
to the Saturday Night Fever soundtrack. Anton Schindler coined the most notable description of this
element, which begins G-G-G-E flat. For 10 points, describe this motif from an 1808 symphony often
likened to “fate knocking at the door.”
ANSWER: the opening of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5 [accept fate knocking at the door until it is read]

2. A Rolling Stone review by Jon Dolan likened this element to a “Teutonic chant.” This element is
replaced with lyrics like “I fell from the light / Talk or should I fight?” in a notoriously terrible
Undertale-themed parody. This element is one of the first things Santiago sings as part of the
“Backstage” medley that opens Act 2 of Moulin Rouge! The Musical. This element shares its melody
and rhythm with the first half of the vocalizations at the start of (*) “Self-Esteem” by the Offspring and
plays during a music video as dancers in white latex outfits emerge from seven pods, one of which is
labeled with a cross and the word “MONSTER.” This element is the hook of a song in which the lyrics “I
want your love and I want your revenge” are sung in English and French. For 10 points, produce the
nonsensical hook of Lady Gaga’s “Bad Romance.”
ANSWER: rah rah ah-ah-ah, ro-ma ro-ma-ma, Gaga ooh-la-la

3. Moroccan-French DJ Cut Killer mixes this element with a thematically similar song by Suprême
NTM and Edith Piaf’s “Non, je ne regre�e rien” in a scene from La Haine. A singular version of this
element precedes the observation “They both ride horses” in a verse comparing the word “overseer” to
a similar word. This element begins a song that also produced the oft-sampled line “Watch out, we run
New York.” The interjection (*) “Yes indeed!” appears alongside this onomatopoeia in a single from
1993’s Return of the Boom Bap, its performer’s first solo effort after disbanding Boogie Down Productions.
Despite the lyrical content that surrounds this element, it was used in the credits of Ride Along 2 and a
trailer for Cop Out. For 10 points, produce the exclamation that, according to a 1993 hit by KRS-One, is the
“sound of da police.”
ANSWER: whoop-whoop! [prompt on “that’s the sound of da police”]



4. This element is played on a kazoo in the official video for the Axis of Awesome’s “4 Chords,” which
also mistakenly starts a related set of lyrics with the word “Enjoy.” A string arrangement of this
element plays during an introduction in which Friedrich Nietszche’s quote about gazing into the
abyss is misa�ributed to Mark Twain. This element is chopped to produce the beat of Chiddy Bang’s
“Opposite of Adults.” Images like a pig in a tutu and a head exploding into hot dogs appear in an
animated sequence set to this instrumental element, which earlier plays as a (*) mother played by
Joanna Newsom retrieves her child from a crib surrounded by monsters. The last repetition of this
element plays as the singers draw out the phrase “A family of trees.” For 10 points, what element plays
over the lyrics “Control yourself, take only what you need from it” in a song by MGMT?
ANSWER: the synthesizer riff from “Kids”

5. The writer of this element, Dave Williams, described a “respect” and “code” associated with it, and
died a year after writing it. A parody by Psychostick replaces this element with a statement about only
being able to count to four. This element was notably performed on television by a former aerospace
engineer named John Hetlinger, who at the time of taping was 82 years old. A music video begins with
this element being whispered into the ear of a strapped-down patient in an asylum. This element is
manipulated to follow the melody of Hot Bu�er’s (*) “Popcorn” in a song from Neil Cicierega’s Mouth
Moods. The band that coined this element disavowed its association with the shooting of Gabrielle
Giffords, stating that it was wri�en about a mosh pit. This element appears in the chorus of a song that
also lists “One, nothing wrong with me / Two, nothing wrong with me.” For 10 points, produce the line
repeated throughout Drowning Pool’s best-known song.
ANSWER: let the bodies hit the floor

Note to players: It is advised that you should not actually a�empt to replicate this element.
6. Klaus Meine’s screams are shortly followed by this element at the end of the title track of the
Scorpions’ album Blackout, whose album art visually depicts it. This element is mixed into the drum
beat of Kate Bush’s “Mother Stands for Comfort.” Nick Lowe claims to enjoy this element “deep into
the night” and “especially when I’m lonely” in a song titled “I Love the Sound of” this element.
Rising repetitions of the word “rise” lead up to this element near the end of Side 3 of the Who’s
Tommy. This element, which titles a short track on David Bowie’s (*) Low, accompanies Michael
Jackson’s first scream in “Scream” and begins Billy Joel’s “You May Be Right.” Appropriately, this
element can be heard throughout the Cure’s song “Disintegration.” For 10 points, describe this element
that can stereotypically be heard in media due to resonant frequencies when singers reach a high note.
ANSWER: glass breaking [accept “I Love the Sound of Breaking Glass”; accept mirror in place of
“glass”; accept equivalents like sha�ering for “breaking”]

7. This element plays over the Doritos logo in a commercial whose main star brags about bringing
edge back to reality TV. Though it never appears in its original form, this element titles the
penultimate track from Kelsea Ballerini’s debut album. Along with “Check this out,” “Get it on,”
“Here we go again,” and “Hit me,” this element is one of the freestyle sample options in DJ Hero. This
element closes an intro whose performer declares “These honeydrippers are still frontin’ on us!” The
YouTuber Megaxlx uploaded a video in which he (*) holds the last word of this element for 30 seconds,
titled “My longest [this element] ever.” This element precedes the line “Bass! How low can you go?” at
the beginning of a collaborative track with Anthrax, titled “Bring the Noise.” This element was most
frequently performed by a man also known for yelling his name and sporting a massive clock necklace.
For 10 points, produce this ad-lib popularized by Flavor Flav of Public Enemy.
ANSWER: Yeah, boyee!



8. This element inspired a guitar melody in the middle of “Here to Go” by Devo. This element did not
appear in Chris Kenner’s original version, as it was coined by accident in a cover by Frankie Garcia,
the lead singer of Cannibal and the Headhunters. This element is the hook of a song in which the
exclamation “Murderer!” follows lyrics like “Still love you like that” and “I’m the lyrical gangster.”
It’s not by the Beatles, but an xkcd flowchart include branches representing “Katamari Damacy,” (*)
“hey hey goodbye,” “Batman,” and this other element. This element, which was interpolated in Ini
Kamoze’s “Here Comes the Hotstepper,” appears in an earlier song that namedrops the Mash Potato and
the Watusi and tells listeners “I’m gon’ send you to that land.” For 10 points, describe this element from
Wilson Picke�’s signature song, which consists of only one syllable.
ANSWER: the hook to “Land of 1000 Dances” [prompt on answers including “na” unless they sing the
hook properly or mention the title]

9. On Girl Talk’s Feed the Animals, this element is sampled multiple times over the break and build-up
of Kenny Loggins’s “Footloose.” This element titles the opening track of the mixtape Floss by Injury
Reserve. After being absent during the chorus and half of a verse, this element comes back during
lines like “Get up out my face, before I turn around and spray your ass with mace.” Multiple sirens
play over this element at the beginning of a song that states “I’m such a lady but I’m (*) dancing like a
ho” and describes the title structure going down “every time you come around.” The radio edit of a track
from The Dutchess replaces one of two words in this element with “snap.” For 10 points, produce this
explicit exclamation said throughout the verses of Fergie’s “London Bridge.”
ANSWER: oh shit! [accept oh snap!]

10. This is the first of three elements from outside songs quoted in the second verse of Brad Paisley’s
“Start a Band.” This element is modified by adding “a pinch of lysergic acid diethylamide” and using
dynamics and odd time signatures to “mess with the stoners” in Kmac’s video “how to write a Tool
song.” At a 2009 concert in Poland, Steve Morse led over 6,000 people in playing this element. In
musician circles, this element is frequently known by the tablature representation (*) “0-3-5.” On the
third repetition of this element, Ian Paice begins playing sustained 16th notes on the hi-hat as Jon Lord
doubles this element on a Hammond organ. This element played by Ritchie Blackmore opens a song that
describes a casino fire supposedly caused by “some stupid with a flare gun.” For 10 points, describe this
beginner-friendly riff from a Deep Purple song.
ANSWER: the guitar riff from “Smoke on the Water”


